
PHP

INTRODUCTION:

The PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) is a programming language that allows web

developers to create dynamic content that interacts with databases. PHP is basically used for

developing web based software applications.

 PHP is a recursive acronym for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor".

 PHP is a server side scripting language that is embedded in HTML. It is used to manage

dynamic content, databases, session tracking, even build entire e-commerce sites

PHP started out as a small open source project that evolved as more and more people found out how

useful it was. Rasmus Lerdorf unleashed the first version of PHP way back in 1994.

 PHP is a recursive acronym for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor".

 PHP is a server side scripting language that is embedded in HTML. It is used to manage
dynamic content, databases, session tracking, even build entire e-commerce sites.

 It is integrated with a number of popular databases, including MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle,
Sybase, Informix, and Microsoft SQL Server.

 PHP is pleasingly zippy in its execution, especially when compiled as an Apache module on
the Unix side. The MySQL server, once started, executes even very complex queries with
huge result sets in record-setting time.

 PHP supports a large number of major protocols such as POP3, IMAP, and LDAP. PHP4
added support for Java and distributed object architectures (COM and CORBA), making n-
tier development a possibility for the first time.

 PHP is forgiving: PHP language tries to be as forgiving as possible.

 PHP Syntax is C-Like.



Common Uses of PHP:

 PHP performs system functions, i.e. from files on a system it can create, open, read,

write, and close them.

 PHP can handle forms, i.e. gather data from files, save data to a file, thru email you can

send data, return data to the user.

You add, delete, modify elements within your database thru PHP.

Access cookies variables and set cookies.

Using PHP, you can restrict users to access some pages of your website.

It can encrypt data.

2. Creating PHP script :

To get a feel of PHP, first start with simple PHP scripts. Since "Hello, World!" is an essential
example, first we will create a friendly little "Hello, World!" script.

As mentioned earlier, PHP is embedded in HTML. That means that in amongst your normal
HTML (or XHTML if you're cutting-edge) you'll have PHP statements like this:

<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World</title>
<body>
<?php echo "Hello, World!";?>
</body>
</html>

It will produce the following result:
Hello, World!

If you examine the HTML output of the above example, you'll notice that the PHP code is not
present in the file sent from the server to your Web browser. All of the PHP present in the Web
page is processed and stripped from the page; the only thing returned to the client from the Web
server is pure HTML output.
All PHP code must be included inside one of the three special markup tags ate are recognized by
the PHP Parser.

<?php PHP code goes here ?>
<? PHP code goes here ?>



<script language="php"> PHP code goes here </script>

3. Running PHP script:

Yes you can run your PHP script on your command prompt. Assuming you have the following
content in test.php file

<?php
echo "Hello PHP";
?>

Now run this script as command prompt as follows:
$ php test.php
It will produce the following result

Hello PHP

4. Working with variables and constants:

The main way to store information in the middle of a PHP program is by using a variable.
Here are the most important things to know about variables in PHP.

 All variables in PHP are denoted with a leading dollar sign ($).

 The value of a variable is the value of its most recent assignment.

 Variables are assigned with the = operator, with the variable on the left-hand side and the
expression to be evaluated on the right.

 Variables can, but do not need, to be declared before assignment.

 Variables in PHP do not have intrinsic types - a variable does not know in advance
whether it will be used to store a number or a string of characters.

 Variables used before they are assigned have default values.

 PHP does a good job of automatically converting types from one to another when
necessary.

 PHP variables are Perl-like.

 PHP has a total of eight data types which we use to construct our variables:
 Integers: are whole numbers, without a decimal point, like 4195.

 Doubles: are floating-point numbers, like 3.14159 or 49.1.



 Booleans: have only two possible values either true or false.

 NULL: is a special type that only has one value: NULL.

 Strings: are sequences of characters, like 'PHP supports string operations.'

 Arrays: are named and indexed collections of other values.

 Objects: are instances of programmer-defined classes, which can package up both other
kinds of values and functions that are specific to the class.

 Resources: are special variables that hold references to resources external to PHP (such
as database connections).

Integers
They are whole numbers, without a decimal point, like 4195. They are the simplest type . they
correspond to simple whole numbers, both positive and negative. Integers can be assigned to
variables, or they can be used in expressions, like so:

$int_var = 12345;
$another_int = -12345 + 12345;

Integer can be in decimal (base 10), octal (base 8), and hexadecimal (base 16) format. Decimal
format is the default, octal integers are specified with a leading 0, and hexadecimals have a
leading 0x.

For most common platforms, the largest integer is (2**31 . 1) (or 2,147,483,647), and the
smallest (most negative) integer is . (2**31 . 1) (or .2,147,483,647).

Doubles

They like 3.14159 or 49.1. By default, doubles print with the minimum number of decimal
places needed. For example, the code:

$many = 2.2888800;
$many_2 = 2.2111200;
$few = $many + $many_2;
print(.$many + $many_2 = $few<br>.);

It produces the following browser output:
2.28888 + 2.21112 = 4.5

Boolean



They have only two possible values either true or false. PHP provides a couple of constants
especially for use as Booleans: TRUE and FALSE, which can be used like so:

if (TRUE)
print("This will always print<br>");
else
print("This will never print<br>");

Interpreting other types as Booleans

Here are the rules for determine the "truth" of any value not already of the Boolean type:
 If the value is a number, it is false if exactly equal to zero and true otherwise.

 If the value is a string, it is false if the string is empty (has zero characters) or is the string
"0", and is true otherwise.

 Values of type NULL are always false.

 If the value is an array, it is false if it contains no other values, and it is true otherwise.
For an object, containing a value means having a member variable that has been assigned
a value.

 Valid resources are true (although some functions that return resources when they are
successful will return FALSE when unsuccessful).

 Don't use double as Booleans.

Each of the following variables has the truth value embedded in its name when it is used in a
Boolean context.

$true_num = 3 + 0.14159;
$true_str = "Tried and true"
$true_array[49] = "An array element";
$false_array = array();
$false_null = NULL;
$false_num = 999 - 999;
$false_str = "";

NULL

NULL is a special type that only has one value: NULL. To give a variable the NULL value,
simply assign it like this:
$my_var = NULL;

The special constant NULL is capitalized by convention, but actually it is case insensitive; you
could just as well have typed:



$my_var = null;

A variable that has been assigned NULL has the following properties:
 It evaluates to FALSE in a Boolean context.

Strings

They are sequences of characters, like "PHP supports string operations". Following are valid
examples of string:

$string_1 = "This is a string in double quotes";
$string_2 = "This is a somewhat longer, singly quoted string";
$string_39 = "This string has thirty-nine characters";
$string_0 = ""; // a string with zero characters

Singly quoted strings are treated almost literally, whereas doubly quoted strings replace variables
with their values as well as specially interpreting certain character sequences.

<?
$variable = "name";
$literally = 'My $variable will not print!\\n';
print($literally);
$literally = "My $variable will print!\\n";
print($literally);
?>

This will produce the following result:
My $variable will not print!\n
My name will print

There are no artificial limits on string length - within the bounds of available memory, you ought
to be able to make arbitrarily long strings.
Strings that are delimited by double quotes (as in "this") are preprocessed in both the following
two ways by PHP:

 Certain character sequences beginning with backslash (\) are replaced with special
characters

 Variable names (starting with $) are replaced with string representations of their values.

 The escape-sequence replacements are:
 \n is replaced by the newline character



 It returns FALSE when tested with IsSet() function.

 \r is replaced by the carriage-return character

 \t is replaced by the tab character

 \$ is replaced by the dollar sign itself ($)

 \" is replaced by a single double-quote (")

 \\ is replaced by a single backslash (\)

Here Document

You can assign multiple lines to a single string variable using here document:

<?php
$channel =<<<_XML_
<channel>
<title>What's For Dinner<title>
<link>http://menu.example.com/<link>
<description>Choose what to eat tonight.</description>
</channel>
_XML_;
echo <<<END

This uses the "here document" syntax to output multiple lines with variable interpolation. Note
that the here document terminator must appear on a line with just a semicolon. no extra
whitespace!

<br />
END;
print $channel;
?>

This will produce the following result:
This uses the "here document" syntax to output multiple lines with variable interpolation. Note
that the here document terminator must appear on a line with just a semicolon. no extra
whitespace!

<channel>
<title>What's For Dinner<title>
<link>http://menu.example.com/<link>
<description>Choose what to eat tonight.</description>



Variable Naming

Rules for naming a variable is:

 Variable names must begin with a letter or underscore character.

 A variable name can consist of numbers, letters, underscores but you cannot use
characters like + , - , % , ( , ) . & , etc

There is no size limit for variables.

5. Using variables:

Scope can be defined as the range of availability a variable has to the program in which it is
declared. PHP variables can be one of four scope types:

 Local variables

 Function parameters

 Global variables

 Static variables

PHP Local Variables

A variable declared in a function is considered local; that is, it can be referenced solely in that
function. Any assignment outside of that function will be considered to be an entirely different
variable from the one contained in the function:

<?
$x = 4;
function assignx () {
$x = 0;
print "\$x inside function is $x. ";
}
assignx();
print "\$x outside of function is $x. ";
?>
This will produce the following result.
$x inside function is 0.
$x outside of function is 4.



PHP Function Parameters

PHP Functions are covered in detail in PHP Function Chapter. In short, a function is a small unit
of program which can take some input in the form of parameters and does some processing and
may return a value.
Function parameters are declared after the function name and inside parentheses. They are
declared much like a typical variable would be:

<?
// multiply a value by 10 and return it to the caller
function multiply ($value) {
$value = $value * 10;
return $value;
}
$retval = multiply (10);
Print "Return value is $retval\n";
?>
This will produce the following result.
Return value is 100

PHP Global Variables

In contrast to local variables, a global variable can be accessed in any part of the program.
However, in order to be modified, a global variable must be explicitly declared to be global in
the function in which it is to be modified. This is accomplished, conveniently enough, by placing
the keyword GLOBAL in front of the variable that should be recognized as global. Placing this
keyword in front of an already existing variable tells PHP to use the variable having that name.
Consider an example:
<?
$somevar = 15;
function addit() {
GLOBAL $somevar;
$somevar++;
print "Somevar is $somevar";
}
addit();
?>
This will produce the following result.
Somevar is 16



PHP Static Variables

The final type of variable scoping that I discuss is known as static. In contrast to the variables
declared as function parameters, which are destroyed on the function's exit, a static variable will
not lose its value when the function exits and will still hold that value should the function be
called again.
You can declare a variable to be static simply by placing the keyword STATIC in front of the
variable name.

<?
function keep_track() {
STATIC $count = 0;
$count++;
print $count;
print " ";
}
keep_track();
keep_track();
keep_track();
?>

This will produce the following result.
1
2
3

6. Using constants:

A constant is a name or an identifier for a simple value. A constant value cannot change during
the execution of the script. By default, a constant is case-sensitive. By convention, constant
identifiers are always uppercase. A constant name starts with a letter or underscore, followed by
any number of letters, numbers, or underscores. If you have defined a constant, it can never be
changed or undefined.
To define a constant you have to use define() function and to retrieve the value of a constant, you
have to simply specifying its name. Unlike with variables, you do not need to have a constant
with a $. You can also use the function constant() to read a constant's value if you wish to obtain
the constant's name dynamically.

constant() function
As indicated by the name, this function will return the value of the constant. This is useful
when you want to retrieve value of a constant, but you do not know its name, i.e., it is stored in a
variable or returned by a function.



constant() example

<?php
define("MINSIZE", 50);
echo MINSIZE;
echo constant("MINSIZE"); // same thing as the previous line
?>
Only scalar data (boolean, integer, float and string) can be contained in constants.

Differences between constants and variables are

 There is no need to write a dollar sign ($) before a constant, where as in Variable one has
to write a dollar sign.

 Constants cannot be defined by simple assignment, they may only be defined using the
define() function.

CONSTANTS

Constants may be defined and accessed anywhere without regard to variable scoping rules.

 Once the Constants have been set, may not be redefined or undefined.

Valid and invalid constant names

// Valid constant names
define("ONE", "first thing");
define("TWO2", "second thing");
define("THREE_3", "third thing")
// Invalid constant names
define("2TWO", "second thing");
define("__THREE__", "third value");

PHP Magic constants

PHP provides a large number of predefined constants to any script which it runs.
There are five magical constants that change depending on where they are used. For example, the
value of __LINE__ depends on the line that it's used on in your script.



These special constants are case-insensitive and are as follows:
The following table lists a few "magical" PHP constants along with their description:

Name Description
__LINE__ The current line number of the file.
__FILE__ The full path and filename of the file. If

used inside an include, the name of the
included file is returned. Since PHP 4.0.2,
__FILE__ always contains an absolute
path whereas in older versions it contained
relative path under some circumstances.

__FUNCTION__ The function name. (Added in PHP 4.3.0)
As of PHP 5 this constant returns the
function name as it was declared (case-
sensitive). In PHP 4 its value is always
lowercased.

__CLASS__ The class name. (Added in PHP 4.3.0) As
of PHP 5 this constant returns the class
name as it was declared (case-sensitive). In
PHP 4 its value is always lowercased.

__METHOD__ The class method name. (Added in PHP
5.0.0) The method name is returned as it
was declared (case-sensitive).

7. Data types:

Variables can store data of different types, and different data types can do different things.

PHP supports the following data types:

 String

 Integer

 Float (floating point numbers - also called double)

 Boolean

 Array

 Object

 NULL

 Resource



PHP String

A string is a sequence of characters, like "Hello world!".
A string can be any text inside quotes. You can use single or double quotes:
<?php
$x = "Hello world!";
$y = 'Hello world!';
echo $x;
echo "<br>";
echo $y;
?>

PHP Integer

An integer is a whole number (without decimals). It is a number between -2,147,483,648 and
+2,147,483,647.

Rules for integers:

 An integer must have at least one digit (0-9)
 An integer cannot contain comma or blanks
 An integer must not have a decimal point
 An integer can be either positive or negative
 Integers can be specified in three formats: decimal (10-based), hexadecimal (16-based -

prefixed with 0x) or octal (8-based - prefixed with 0)

In the following example $x is an integer. The PHP var_dump() function returns the data type
and value:

<?php
$x = 5985;
var_dump($x);
?>

PHP Float

A float (floating point number) is a number with a decimal point or a number in exponential
form. In the following example $x is a float. The PHP var_dump() function returns the data type
and value:

<?php
$x = 10.365;
var_dump($x);
?>



PHP Boolean

A Boolean represents two possible states: TRUE or FALSE.
$x = true;
$y = false;

PHP Array
An array stores multiple values in one single variable. In the following example $cars is an array.
The PHP var_dump() function returns the data type and value:

<?php
$cars = array("Volvo","BMW","Toyota");
var_dump($cars);
?>

PHP NULL Value

Null is a special data type which can have only one value: NULL.
A variable of data type NULL is a variable that has no value assigned to it.

8. Operators:

An operator is a symbol that specifies a particular action in an expression.operators are
classified into different types

(a)Arithmetic operators
(b)Assignment operators
(c)string operators
(d)Increment and decrement operators
(e)Logical operators
(f)Equality operators
(g)Comparision operators
(h)Bitwise operators

a)Arithmetic operators :The arthimetic operators are

operators Label Example
+ addition $a+$b
- subtraction $a-$b
* Multiplication $a*$b
/ Division $a/$b
% modulus $a%$b



b)Assignment operators: Assignment operators mainly used for to assign a data value to a
variable. The simplest form of assignment operator just assigns some value.

Operator Label Example
= Assignment $a=5
+= Addition-assignment $a+=5
*= multiplication-assignment $a*=5
/= division-assignment $a/=5
.= concatenation-assignment $a.=5

(c)String operators:php’s string operators provide two operators that two operatorsusefull for
Concatenation the two strings.

Operator label example output
.concatenation $a= “abc”. “def”; abcdef
.= concatenation-assighment $a.= “ghijkl” ghijkl

(d)increment and decrement operators:
Increment(++) and decrement operators increment by 1 and decrement by 1 from the current
value of a variable

Operatorlabelexampleoutput
++ increment ++$a, $a++ increment $a by 1
-- Decrement --$a, $a-- decrement $a by 1

(e) logical operators:
Logical operators make it possible to direct the flow of a program and used frequently with
control structures such as the if conditional and while and loops.

Operatorslabelexampleoutput
&& AND $a&&$b true if both $a and $b are true
AND AND $a AND $b true if both $a and $b are true
|| OR $a || $b true if either $a or $b is true
OR OR $a OR $b true if both $a and $b are true
! NOT !$a true if $a is not true
NOT NOTNOT $a true if $a is not true
XOR exclusive $a XOR $b true if only $a (or) only $b is true

(f) equality operators:
Equality operators are used to compare two values, testing for equivalence

Operatorslabelexample
<less than $a<$b
> Greater than $a>$b
<= less than or equal to $a<=$b
>= greator than or equal to $a=>$b



(g) bitwise operators:
Bitwise operators are used for variations on some of the logical operators

Operatorslabelexampleoutput
& AND $a&$b and together each bit contained in $a and $b
| OR $a|$b or together each bit contained in $a and $b
^ XOR $a^$b exclusive-or together each bit

contained in $a and $b
~ NOT ~$b negate each bit in $b
<< shift left $a<<$b $a will receive the value of $b

shifted left two values.
>> shift right $a>>$b $a will receive the value of $b
shifted right two values.

9. Controlling program flow:

Conditional statements, Control statements, Arrays, functions.

php supports different types of statements like
(1)if statement

(2)else statement

(3)switch statement

(4)while statement

(5)do…while statement

(6)for statement

(7)for each statement

(8)break and goto statement

(9)continue statement

(1)switch statement:-
Syntax:-if (expression)
{
Statement
}



An example,supposeuou want a cougratutory message displayed if the user guesses
apredefimindservet number

<?php
$sescretnumber=143;
If($_POST[‘guess’]==$secretnumber)
{
Echo “<p>congratulation!</p>”;
}

(2)else statement: if the condition si true statement followed if will be execute other else
statement will execute

<?php
$sescretnumber=143;
If($_POST[‘guess’]==$secretnumber)
{
Echo “<p>congratulation!</p>”;
}
Else
{
Echon “<p>sorry!</p>”;
}
?>

(4) switch statement:- switch statement can compare “ = “ operations only
ex:-

<?php
$x=1;
Switch($x)
{
case 1:
Echo “number1”;
Break;
Case 2:echo “number2”;
Break;
Case 3:
Echo “number3”;
Break;
Default:
Echo “no number b/w 1 and 3”;
}
?>



(5) while statement:- while loop check the condition then only excute the statement when the
condition is true.
Syntax:-
While(expression)
{
Statements
}

Ex:-

<?php
$count=1;
While($count <5)
{
Printf(“%d sqared=%d <br>”,$count,pow($count,2));
$count++;
}
?>

o/p : 1 squared=1
2 squared=4
3 squared=9
4 squared=16

(6) do while:
It will execute the statement atleast once even condition false(or)true.

Syntax:

<?php
$gmail2= ” ABIT@ gmail.com ”;
If(!strcasecmp($gmail1,gmail20)
Echo” the gmail addresses are identical! ”;
?>
(3) strspn():- calculating the simirality between two strings.
Syntax;-intstrspn(string str1,string str2 [, int start [, int length]]]

Ex:-<?php
$pwd=”abc123”;
If(strspn($pwd,”1234567890”)==strlen($pwd))
Echo “ thepwd cannot consist solely of numbers! “;
?>

(4) strcspn():- calculating difference between two strings.
Syntax:-intstrcspn(string str1,string str2 [, int start [, int length]])
Ex:-<?php



$pwd= “ abc123 “;
If(strcspn($pwd, “1234567890 “)==0)
{
Echo “ pwd can’t consist solely of numbers! “;
}
?>

(3) manipulating string case:-
In this we have to mainely concentrated on four function.
1.Strtolower()
2.Strtoupper()
3.Ucfirst()
4.Ucwords()

(1) Strtolower:- ( converting a string to all lowercase )
Ex:-<?php
$name= “ bangaram “;
Echo str to lower($name);
?

(2) Strtoupper():- ( converting a string to all uppercase)
Ex:-<?php
$name= “ JAMALBASHA “;
Echo strtoupper
?>

(3) Ucfirst():- ( capitalizing the first letter of a string )
Ex:-<?php
$name=” abit college “;
Echo strucfirst ($name);
?>

(4) Ucwords():- ( capitalizing the first letter of each words of a string ).
Ex;-<?php
$name “ abitengg college “;
Echo ucwords($name)
?>

(4) Alternatives for regular expression function:- in this we have to describe different types of
functions. There are
(a) strtok() (e) strrpos() (i) substr_count()
(b) explodc() (f) str_replace() (j) substr_replace()
(c) implodc() (g) strstr()
(d) strops() (h) substr()
(a) strtok():- this function parses the string based on a predefind list of characters.
Syntax:- string strtok(string str,string tokens)



Ex:-<?php
$into= “ abit: abit@gmail.com\siddavatam,kdp “;
$tokens= “ :\ , ”;
$tokenized= strtok($into,$tokens);
While( $tokenized)
{
Echo “ elements = $tokenized<br>”;
$tokenized=strtok($tokens);
}
?>

(b)explode():-this function devides the string str into an array of substrings,in this we have to
mainly concentrated areas are size of ( ) and stip-tags( ) to determine the total number of words.
Ex: <? Php
$summary==<<<summery
Php is a server side scripting language.
Summary;
$words=size of(explode(‘ ‘,strip-tags($summary)));
Echo” total words in summary;$words”;
?>

(c)implode( ):-we concatenate array elements to form a single delimited string using the
implode( ) function.
Ex: <? Php
$cites=array(“kdp”,”antpr”,”tirupathi”.);
Echo implode(“\”,$cities);
?>
o/pkdp\antpr\tirupathi

(d) strops(): in this function finds the position of the first case_sensitiveoccurance of a substring
in a string.

(e) strrpos():- in this function finds the last occurance of a string returning it’s numerical
position.
(f) str_replace():-this function case sensitively replaces all instance of a string with another.
Ex:-<?php
$gmail= “abit@gmail.com “;
$gmail=str_replace(“@”, ”(is)”, $gmail);
Echo “college mail is $gmail;
?>

(g) strstr():- this function returns the remainder of a string beginning with the first occurance of
a predefined string.
Ex:-<?php
$gmail= “ abit@gmail.com “;
Echo ltrim (strstr ($gmail, “@”), “@”);



?>

(h) substr():- this function returns the part of a string located between a predefined string offset
and length positions.
Ex:-<?php
$car= “ 1994 ford “;
Echo substr( $car,5);
?>
Ex2:- <?php
$car= “ 1944 ford “;
Echo substr( $car,0,4);
?>

(i)substr-count() :thisfunctionreturns the no.of times one string excuss another
Ex:<?php
$intu=array(“php”, “XAMPP”);
$talk=<<<talk
PHP is a scriptin language and php is server side
Programming language.XAMPP is a web server
Talk:
Foreach($info as $it)
{
Echo “the word $it appears”.substr_count($talk,$it). “time(s)<br>/>”;
}
?>

(j)substr-replace():replace the portion of a string with another string
Ex:<?php
$name=”Abitcollege”;
Echo substr_replace($name, “engg”,0,4);
?>

(5)converting string to HTML form:- in this we are using different types of converting
function .there are
-> Converting newline characters to HTML break tags.
Ex:-<?php
$info=”aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
ccccccccccccccccccccccccc
ddddddddddddddddddd”;
echo n12br($into);
?>
Here we are not use <br> statement.
->using special HTML characters for other purpose. In this we using htmlspecialchars() function.
->& ->&amp;
-> “ ->&quoit;



-> ‘ ->&#039;
->< ->&1t;
->> ->&gt;
Ex:-<?php
$input= “<php is “scripting” language>”;
Echo html\specialchars($input);
?>

(6) padding and stripping a string:- php provides no. of functions there are
(a) ltrim()
(b) rtrim()
(c) trim()
(d) str_pad()

(a) ltrim():- this function removes various characters from the beginning of a string including
white space, horizontal tab(\t), newline(\n), carriage return(\v), null(\o).
String ltrim(string str [, string [, string charlist])

(b) rtrim():- this function removes various characters from the end of the string and except
designated characters.
String rtrim(string str [, string charlist])

(c) trim():-both l trim and r trim

(d) str_pad():- this function pads a string with a specified number of characters.
Ex:-<?php
Echo str_pad( “salad”,10). “is good.”;
?>output:- salad is good

(7) counting characters and words:- it’s mainely used for to determine the total number of
characters or words in a given string. Php provides two functions. there are count_chars() and
str_word_count.

(5) arrays and functions:- array is a collection of heterogeneous(different elements) data types
in php. Because php is a loosely typed language.

Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Print_r($str);
?>output:- [0]=10,[1]=20,[2]=30

Ex2:- <?php
$arr=array(100->10, 101->20, ->102=>30);
Print_r($arr);
?>output:-[100]=10, [101]=20, [102]=30



Ex3:- <?php
$arr=array(100=>10,20,30, 106=>30);
Print_r($arr);
?>output:- [100]=10,[101]=20,[102]=30,[106]=30

Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(100=>10, ‘city’=> ’hyd’, 105=>30, 50=>40,70);
Print_r($arr);
?>output:-[100]=40,[city]=hyd,[105]=30,[50]=40,[106]=70

Array functions:-

Count:- it returns total no. of elements
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Echo count($arr);
?>output:- 3

Sort :- it returns the elements of an array in assending order.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(60,20,30);
Sort($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?>output:- 20,30,60

rsort :- it returns the elements of an array in descending order.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(101,104,102);
rsort_r($arr);
print_r($arr);
?> output:-104,102,101

asort:- it returns the original keys with assending order.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(104=>40, 101=>20, 108=>50, 102=>80);
assort($arr);
print_r($arr);
?> output:- 101=20,104=40,108=50,102=8

arsort:-it returns the original key values with descending order.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(104=>40, 101=>20, 108=>50, 102=>80);
arsort($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?>ouput:-[102]=80,[108]=50,[104]=40,[101=20



ksort:-it returns the array in assending order with based on the“keys”.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(104=>40,101=>20,108=>50,102=>80);
Ksort($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-[101]=20,[102]=80,[104]=40,[108]=50

krsort:- it returns the array in dessending order with based on “keys”.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(104=>40,101=>20,108=>50,102=>80);
Krsort($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-[108]=50,[104]=40,[102]=80,[101]=20

array push():- this function adds an elements into the end of an array and returns the
total no. of elements in that array.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Echo array_push($arr,40);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-

array_pop():- remove the last element & return the value of that element.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Echo array_pop($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-

array_shift():-it removes the first element of an array and returns the value of that
element.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Echo array_shift($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-

array_unshift():- add an element at the beginning of an array and return size of an
array.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30);
Echo array_unshift($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?> output:-



array_change_key_case():- it converts all keys of an array into lower case.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30);
Print_r(array_change_key_case($arr));
?> output:-

array_chunk():- splits an array into chunk of an array.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30,40,50,60);
Print_r(array_chunk($arr,2));
?> output:-

array_combine():- creats an array by using one array one array for keys and another
for it’s value.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array( ‘abc’=>10,20,30,40,50);
$arr1=array(100,200,300,400,500);
Print_r(array_combine($arr,$arr1));
?> output:-

array_keys:- it returns new array with keys as value of another array.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘abc’=>10,20,30,40);
Print_r(array_keys($arr));
?> output:-

array_count_values():- returns an array with no of occurance for each value.
Ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40,50,10);
Printf_r(array_count_values($arr));
?>

array_values():=return array with the values of an array
ex:- <?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=10,20,30,40,50,60);
Printf_r(array_values($arr));
?>

array_flip():-exchanges all keys with their associated values in array
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’->10,20,30,40);
//$arr=array(10,200,400);
Printf_r(array-flip($arr));
?>



array_interest():-compaves array values and returns the matches
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30,40);
$arr=array(100,200,300,400,10);
Printf_r(array_interest($arr)); //($arr,$arr1)
?>

array_interest_assoc():-compaves array key and values and returns the matches
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30,40);
$arr1=array(100,200,300,400,0=>10);
Printf_r(array_interest_assoc($arr,$arr1));
?>

array_merge():-merges one or more arrays into one array
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40);
$arr=array(100,200,300);
Printf_r(array-merge($arr,$arr1));
?>

array_product():-returns the product of all array element values
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40);
Echo print_r(array_product($arr));
?>

array_sum():-returns the sum of all elements of an array
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30,40);
Echo print_r(array_sum($arr));
?>

array_reverse():-it revers the elements of an array
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(10,20,30,40);
Print_r(array_reverse($arr));
?>

array_unique():-removes the duplicate values and returns the values of an array
ex:-<?php
$arr=(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40);
Print_r(array_unique($arr));
?>



shuffle():-shuffle the elements of an array
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40);
Shuffle($arr);
Print_r($arr);
?>

extract():-divides the elements of an array as individual variables
ex:-<?php
$arr=array(‘ABC’=>10,20,30,40);
Extract($arr);
Echo $ABC;
?>

list():-assign variables as it they were an array means that,we can assign the values of
an array into variables
Ex:-<?php
List($x,$y,$z)=array(10,20,30);
Echo $x;
Echo $y;
Echo $z;

9. Working with forms and Databases such as mySql,Oracle, SQL
Server.

What is MySQL
MySQL is one of the most popular relational database system being used on the Web
today. It is freely available and easy to install, however if you have installed Wampserver
it already there on your machine. MySQL database server offers several advantages:

 MySQL is easy to use, yet extremely powerful, fast, secure, and scalable.

 MySQL runs on a wide range of operating systems, including UNIX or Linux, Microsoft
Windows, Apple Mac OS X, and others.

 MySQL supports standard SQL (Structured Query Language).

 MySQL is ideal database solution for both small and large applications.

 MySQL is developed, and distributed by Oracle Corporation.

 MySQL includes data security layers that protect sensitive data from intruders.



Creating a Database

To create and delete a database you should have admin privilege. Its very easy to create a new
MySQL database. PHP uses mysql_query function to create a MySQL database. This function
takes two parameters and returns TRUE on success or FALSE on failure.

Syntax
bool mysql_query( sql, connection );

Sr.No Parameter & Description

1
sql

Required - SQL query to create a database

2
connection

Optional - if not specified then last opend connection by mysql_connect will be used.

Example

Try out following example to create a database −

<?php
$dbhost = 'localhost:3036';
$dbuser = 'root';
$dbpass = 'rootpassword';
$conn = mysql_connect($dbhost, $dbuser, $dbpass);

if(! $conn ) {
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo 'Connected successfully';

$sql = 'CREATE Database test_db';
$retval = mysql_query( $sql, $conn );

if(! $retval ) {
die('Could not create database: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo "Database test_db created successfully\n";
mysql_close($conn);

?>



Selecting a Database

Once you establish a connection with a database server then it is required to select a particular
database where your all the tables are associated.

This is required because there may be multiple databases residing on a single server and you can
do work with a single database at a time.

PHP provides function mysql_select_db to select a database.It returns TRUE on success or
FALSE on failure.

Syntax
bool mysql_select_db( db_name, connection );

Sr.No Parameter & Description

1
db_name

Required - Database name to be selected

2
connection

Optional - if not specified then last opend connection by mysql_connect will be used.

Example

Here is the example showing you how to select a database.

<?php
$dbhost = 'localhost:3036';
$dbuser = 'guest';
$dbpass = 'guest123';
$conn = mysql_connect($dbhost, $dbuser, $dbpass);

if(! $conn ) {
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo 'Connected successfully';

mysql_select_db( 'test_db' );
mysql_close($conn);

?>



Creating Database Tables

To create tables in the new database you need to do the same thing as creating the database.
First create the SQL query to create the tables then execute the query using mysql_query()
function.

Example

Try out following example to create a table −

<?php

$dbhost = 'localhost:3036';
$dbuser = 'root';
$dbpass = 'rootpassword';
$conn = mysql_connect($dbhost, $dbuser, $dbpass);

if(! $conn ) {
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo 'Connected successfully';

$sql = 'CREATE TABLE employee( '.
'emp_id INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, '.
'emp_name VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL, '.
'emp_address  VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL, '.
'emp_salary INT NOT NULL, '.
'join_date    timestamp(14) NOT NULL, '.
'primary key ( emp_id ))';

mysql_select_db('test_db');
$retval = mysql_query( $sql, $conn );

if(! $retval ) {
die('Could not create table: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo "Table employee created successfully\n";

mysql_close($conn);
?>

In case you need to create many tables then its better to create a text file first and put all the
SQL commands in that text file and then load that file into $sql variable and excute those
commands.



Consider the following content in sql_query.txt file

CREATE TABLE employee(
emp_id INT NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
emp_name VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,
emp_address  VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,
emp_salary   INT NOT NULL,
join_date    timestamp(14) NOT NULL,
primary key ( emp_id ));

<?php
$dbhost = 'localhost:3036';
$dbuser = 'root';
$dbpass = 'rootpassword';
$conn = mysql_connect($dbhost, $dbuser, $dbpass);

if(! $conn ) {
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());

}

$query_file = 'sql_query.txt';

$fp = fopen($query_file, 'r');
$sql = fread($fp, filesize($query_file));
fclose($fp);

mysql_select_db('test_db');
$retval = mysql_query( $sql, $conn );

if(! $retval ) {
die('Could not create table: ' . mysql_error());

}

echo "Table employee created successfully\n";
mysql_close($conn);

?>


